Analysis of bench testing results and evaluation of economic effect due to introduction of combine harvester cleaning improvement solutions
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Abstract. One of the possible ways to increase the efficiency of cleaning separation could be the grain fortification of the heap feeding to chaffer sieve and intensification of grain sifting through this sieve. This direction makes it possible to develop the air-sieve cleaning with the pneumatic and inertia separator for high-producing combine harvester. Cleaning improvement will provide agricultural production with the equipment with higher agrotechnical capabilities and lower material expenses.

1 Introduction

Currently, the issues of reducing the specific indicators of energy consumption, material consumption and fuel costs are particularly relevant in agricultural machinery industry. One of the indirect ways to solve these problems is the increase of agricultural machinery productivity, which can ensure the simultaneous fulfillment of the basic requirements of grain harvesting, reduce the labor intensity and time of harvesting. The operation of combine harvesters shows that their productivity is largely regulated by the acceptable level of cleaning losses (up to 0.5%). Despite the ongoing studies, the world practice has not made fundamental changes to the classical air-sieve cleaning design. The cleaning systems basically have the same design with two adjustable lipped screens and adjustable fan. Notwithstanding their significant shortcomings (low specific productivity), these cleaning systems are simple to manufacture and versatile for working with various crops. In this regard, studies related to the intensification of existing working bodies operation and development of the new working bodies functioning satisfactorily with large loads have become crucial because such solutions make it possible to increase the efficiency of combine harvester operation.

2 Materials and methods
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Preliminary bench studies revealed high cleaning rates of a small grain heap in case of use of new cleaning elements, which provide preliminary fortification of the grain heap before feeding it to the cleaning sieves. The purpose of the bench tests was to verify and confirm the results of previously performed theoretical and experimental research, to define the final design and parameters of air-sieve cleaning with the pneumatic and inertia separator of a small grain heap for combine harvesters.

As a result of previously conducted bench tests [2], data were obtained on the purity of refined grain and grain losses depending on the cleaning load.

According to the obtained sets of samples [2], curves were developed that describe the distribution law of sample data as close as possible. Based on the test data, the functions were constructed showing the dependence of grain losses after cleaning on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning and the dependence of refined grain purity after cleaning on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning.

The main technological parameters of the operation of small grain heap separators of the three tested functional designs [2] are presented in corresponding Figures 1-6. The specific feed of the heap is an important factor affecting the quality of combine harvester air-sieve cleaning.
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**Fig. 1.** The dependence of grain losses by series-produced air-sieve cleaning on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning.

The cleaning losses increased and exceeded the permissible 0.5% at $q = 3.78 \text{ kgf-m}$ in the range of specific feed of heap per 1 meter of sieve width 2.0...5.5 kgf-m.
Fig. 2. The dependence of grain losses by the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and series-produced chaffer sieve on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning.

The cleaning losses increased and exceeded the permissible 0.5% at $q = 4.67$ kgf-m in the range of specific feed of heap per 1 meter of sieve width 2.0...5.5 kgf-m.

Fig. 3. The dependence of grain losses by the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and two-section chaffer sieve on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning.
The cleaning losses increased and exceeded the permissible 0.5% atq = 5.20 kgf-m in the range of specific feed of heap per 1 meter of sieve width 2.0...5.5 kgf-m.

Fig. 4. The dependence of purity of grain refined by series-produced air-sieve cleaning on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning.

Fig. 5. The dependence of purity of grain refined by the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and series-produced chaffer sieve on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning.
Fig. 6. The dependence of purity of grain refined by the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and two-section chaffer sieve on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning

Calculation of economic efficiency of suggested technical solution is conducted using methodologies described in the source [5].

The following formulas are used to calculate the indicators needed and to define the economic effect.

The volume of season grain losses for combines $P_{zer}$ is defined as:

$$P_{zer} = K_p \times F_z \times U_{zer},$$

(1)

where $K_p$ is harvester’s grain loss coefficient;
$F_z$ is the area of grain crops of one farm unit, ha;
$U_{zer}$ is the average yield of grain crops, ton / ha.

The volume of additional production for the season $D_p$ is calculated using the formula:

$$D_p = P_{zer}^{ba} - P_{zer}^{pr}$$

(2)

The cost of additional production $S_{dop1}$ is defined as:

$$S_{dop1} = D_p \times C_{zak},$$

(3)

where $C_{zak}$ is the average farm-gate price of grain, rubles / ton.

The cost of additional products obtained by increasing the combine harvester productivity $S_{dop2}$ is determined using a formula:
\[ S_{dop} = \frac{P_p P_c e_{n2}}{100} \left[ \frac{1+n_2}{2} \times n_2 \times \left( \frac{W_{dn_1} - W_{dn_2}}{n_1} \right) + F_{sez} - W_{dn_1} \right] \times \frac{\left( n_2+1 \right) \times n_2}{2} \times \left( n_1 - n_2 \right) \] (4)

where \( P_p \) is the percent of average grain loss, %; \( W_{dn_1} \) and \( W_{dn_2} \) mean the daily output of combine harvester in basic and project cases, ha; \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) mean the number of full work days per season, days; \( F_{sez} \) is the seasonal harvesting area, ha.

The discount coefficient \( K_d \) is defined by the formula:

\[ K_d = \frac{1}{\left(1+i\right)^t} \] (5)

where \( t \) is the number of years before the reduction.

The discounted value of additional production \( DS_{dop} \) is defined as:

\[ DS_{dop} = S_{dop} \times K_d \] (6)

The annual economic effect \( E_g \) is calculated as follows:

\[ E_g = DS_{dop} - K \] (7)

where \( K \) is the loan amount including interest.

The mid-year economic effect \( E_{sg} \) is determined using the formula:

\[ E_{sg} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_g}{n} \] (8)

where \( n \) is the number of years of project implementation.

The discounted payback period \( T_{d,ob} \) can be defined using the formula:

\[ T_{d,ob} = \frac{K_p}{E_{sg}} \] (9)

### 3 Results

The dependencies were established and the following equations were derived after approximating the sets of samples.

Exponential dependence of grain losses after cleaning on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning:
- for series-produced air-sieve cleaning:
  \[ y = 0.071e^{0.481x} \] (10)
- for the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and series-produced chaffer sieve:
  \[ y = 0.089e^{0.395x} \] (11)
- for the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and two-section chaffer sieve:
\[ y = 0.038e^{0.535x}. \]  
(12)

Logarithmic dependence of the purity of refined grain after cleaning on the specific feed of small heap to cleaning:
- for series-produced air-sieve cleaning:
\[ y = −2.15\ln(x) + 101.8; \]  
(13)
- for the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and series-produced chaffer sieve:
\[ y = −1.29\ln(x) + 100.7; \]  
(14)
- for the air-sieve cleaning with bladed rotor and two-section chaffer sieve:
\[ y = −0.73\ln(x) + 100.0. \]  
(15)

The adequacy of the constructed regression equations was checked by Fisher’s F-test with a confidence factor of 0.95. All equations are significant and adequate.

Let us calculate the economic efficiency of combine harvester cleaning improvement by equipping it with the suggested pneumatic and inertia separator using the example of one farm (5 harvesters). The key economic indicators are presented in Table 1 comparing two cases for grain harvesting: basic case (without project implementation) and projected case (including project implementation).

Table 1. Calculation of the economic effect due to introduction of suggested solutions for combine harvester cleaning improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Basic case (without project implementation)</th>
<th>Projected case (including project implementation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of harvesters in the farm, pcs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required investments in the improvement of harvesters, thousand rubles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield, ton / ha</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of season grain losses, ton</td>
<td>242.6</td>
<td>205.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of additional production for the season, ton</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of additional production obtained by reducing grain losses and increasing cleaning productivity, thousand rubles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>520.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross production value, thousand rubles</td>
<td>88329.5</td>
<td>88849.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total production costs, thousand rubles</td>
<td>68897</td>
<td>68414.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan repayment including interest, thousand rubles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>224.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit, thousand rubles</td>
<td>19432.5</td>
<td>20211.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit growth, thousand rubles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>778.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product profitability, %</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>29.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales profitability, %</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The indicators of economic efficiency for the suggested project shown in Table 1 make it possible to define the value of additional net profit that can be obtained by the farm because of reducing grain losses and increasing the productivity of combine harvesters due to the implementation of suggested technical solutions for cleaning improvement. The volume of season grain losses may decrease by 15% in the projected case. The total cost of additional
production obtained due to the implementation of suggested technical solutions amounts to 520,330 rubles. The net profit in the projected case amounts to 778,830 rubles or 4% more than the same indicator in the basic case. As a result, the implementation of the suggested project can have a positive effect on the farm’s economic indicators increasing product profitability by 1.34% and sales profitability by 0.75%.

We will also use the discounting method to determine the annual economic effect and the discounted payback period of the project under discussion, taking into account possible risks and uncertainties. The calculated economic indicators for 5-year period, with other variables unchanged, are provided in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Calculation of the annual economic effect and discounted payback period for the projected case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments in the improvement of harvesters, thousand rubles</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan amount, including interest, thousand rubles</td>
<td>224.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of additional production obtained by reducing grain losses and increasing cleaning productivity, thousand rubles</td>
<td>520.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount coefficient</td>
<td>0.8696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discounted cost of additional grain production, thousand rubles</td>
<td>452.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual economic effect, thousand rubles</td>
<td>228.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-year economic effect, thousand rubles</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discounted payback period, years</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculation is made using the discount rate of 15%. The results presented in Table 2 show that the implementation of suggested technical solutions will provide the annual economic effect and cover financial investments in the first year of the project due to reducing grain losses and increasing the productivity of combine harvesters. The mid-year economic effect of the combine cleaning improvement project amounts to 311,320 rubles and discounted payback period amounts to about 9 months.
4 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made on the basis of obtained results of the bench tests conducted.

- the patterns of changes in grain losses by the investigated air-sieve cleaning and purity of refined grain depending on the feed of grain to the thresher are approximated by nonlinear regression equations, which make it possible to predict the efficiency of the air-sieve cleaning operation;

- when using modern combines for harvesting various crops, a combined chaff sieve with an increased effective screening area of fin on the remaining length of the sieve and a series-produced shoe sieve can be recommended for two-section air-sieve cleaning, since this design showed minimal grain losses with satisfactory grain purity and is characterized by the adequate versatility.

The calculation of economic effect, carried out on the example of one farm unit, showed a possible increase of farm’s net profit by 4%, increase of product and sales profitability with the discounted payback period of the project of about 9 months. According to the feasibility study, it can be concluded that the solution of improvement of small grain heap cleaning, considered in the article, will help to reduce grain losses and increase of cleaning productivity, as a result of which the economic benefit can be obtained.
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